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Museum Reopening
On Saturday, July 18 the museum was finally allowed to reopen,
with many restrictions. When the board met at the beginning of
July we were excited about the reopening and felt that we could
have our first meeting in August. We were told that we could have
40 members at the meeting which would be just fine since that is
approximately the number we have at our monthly meetings. With
that in mind we started preparing for our meeting. On Monday,
July 27 I received an email stating that the regulations which the
museum must follow have been altered and only 25 members
would be able to attend. The board felt that we just couldn't have a
meeting for so few people. Therefore, we will not be meeting in
August. Hopefully by the time September comes regulations will
be relaxed a bit and we will be able to meet then. We will keep you
informed in the newsletter and by email.
Keep wearing those masks,
Jackie G.

Board Minutes
For a long time I've felt that the minutes of our board meetings
should be published in the newsletter. For many reasons this
didn't happen. I'm happy to say that the board has decided to give
it a try. My hope is that the minutes will appear in all future
newsletters.
Amherst Quilters Guild Board Meeting
July 6, 2020
Present: Jackie Groszkowski, Joanne Castiglia, Rebecca Ribis, Sharon
Millitello and Mary Carroll
Jackie, acting president, presided at the meeting which was held
outdoors on her deck with the safe distancing regulations in place.
Rebecca, program chair, felt that program for the next general meeting
should be a social hour (talk about what you did during the pause) and a
show and share.
A lengthy discussion followed on the time constraints for using the

facilities at BNHV. The museum will reopen to the general public on July
18. The museum staff wishes to give all of the guilds an opportunity to
meet and to continue with their missions. Information about the rooms
available and the maximum capacity under the current NYS guidelines has
been distributed to each of the guilds. We will be able to host our general
meeting in the Ball Room with a maximum of 40 people in attendance.
We will ask members to call or email their plans to attend so we do not
exceed the 40 person capacity. We are also allowed one additional
timeslot (maximum 4 hours) during the month. After much discussion we
have decided to ask for two days, preferably Wednesdays on the second
and fourth week of the month. Each of our groups (card making,
community service, Historic Homes, Quilt-til-you-wilt, tea room quilters)
will have space within the room which will be available from 10 am to 2
pm. Jackie is submitting our request.
We discussed holding our general meetings on Zoom but have decided
that Zoom is not appropriate for our membership.
Betty Lerner suggested having both a morning and an evening general
meeting on the third Thursday of the month. We felt this would be too
demanding for the officers and we would have to repeat the program
which may not be possible with outside speakers.
Since our 2020 quilt show has been cancelled twice due to the current
pandemic we discussed the possibilities of new dates which would be in
2021. We need to be careful not to choose a date which would conflict
with another WNY show and with museum activities. If we have a show in
an odd number year we would be working with a new treasurer who has
not had time to be comfortable with the position. Also, we would only
have one year to make quilts for the subsequent show. Sharon made a
motion to cancel the 2020 quilt show and schedule the next guild
show for 2022. Joanne seconded the motion and it passed
unanimously. Raffle tickets for the opportunity quilt have not been
printed so we will hold current quilt (San Marcos Medallion) and sell
tickets and raffle the quilt in 2022.
Mary Ellen Cannon has volunteered to produce a virtual mini quilt show
focusing on 15 to 20 slides of quilts spaced around the museum. The quilts
will be chosen from a variety of categories. The board felt that this was a
fabulous idea and would promote both the guild and the museum.
Rebecca made a motion to give Mary Ellen the authority to produce the
mini quilt show which we feel will be a quilt guild showcase and should be
presented again in two years to coincide with our quilt show. The motion
was seconded by Sharon and passed unanimously. Mary Ellen will decide
which quilts will be in the showcase. All of these quilts will be eligible to
be entered into the next quilt show and they can be from previous shows.
Betty Lerner is organizing an interesting challenge quilt project. We will
need a program on the technique before we start the challenge.
Sharon has volunteered to chair the nominations committee for officers
for 2021-2022. We need nominees for president, treasurer and
membership. The slate will be presented during the October meeting,
voting will be in November and the installation will be during the
December meeting.

The next board meeting will be on August 3 at 10 am at Jackie’s house.
Respectfully submitted,
Mary Carroll, secretary

Guild Showcase-

by MaryEllen Cannon

The coronavirus pandemic has changed routines for so many of us. For
our guild the cancellation of our quilt show definitely was a
disappointment. Likewise the museum has had to cancel many of its
regular activities and events. We have decided to try a joint project to
show off the talents of our guild and to also showcase parts of the
museum grounds.
We are going to call this first attempt at a cooperative virtual production
the Quilt Guild 2020 Fall Showcase. We are going to highlight a variety of
the beautiful quilts from our members by photographing them around the
museum grounds and in museum buildings, and compiling the photos into
a slide show. The completed slide show will be posted at the Facebook
pages and websites of both our guild and the BNHV.
We are asking any members who would like to showcase their work to
submit a maximum of 2 quilted projects to be included in the slideshow.
The object of this showcase is to highlight the variety of projects our
members produce. These can be new projects that have not been in
previous shows, but can also be some of your past favorites. We are
hoping to have bed quilts, wall hangings, tote bags, clothing, etc. to let the
viewers see that we have a talented membership with diverse interests.
We will also be asking the chairs of our various committees such as
Historic Homes and Quilts for Courage, to lend us some of the quilts they
have completed to let others know of the community contributions that our
guild makes.
Please understand that we want to showcase all types of projects,
techniques and ability levels from beginners (even quilts made by
children) to expert. There will no judging for awards as is done in our quilt
shows. The object is to share our talents virtually, and to interest some
new folks in visiting our meetings and perhaps joining our guild.
If you are interested in sharing 1 or 2 of your quilts with us to photograph
for inclusion in the showcase, please send me an e-mail
(euclid314@verizon.net) or a snail mail (246 Bernhardt Drive, Amherst
14226) describing the quilt(s) you’d like to share. If you have your own
photograph of the quilt(s) that would help as well. If we receive more
submissions than we can use with the technology (I am a beginner at this
and will have some expert help compiling the slideshow) we will split the
slides into 2 shows. Once we have an idea of which quilts will be used for
the first slideshow, I will contact those quilters individually with more
details. Please make sure your up-to-date contact information is in your
mail to me.

Please consider sharing some of your work—piecing, appliqué, stitchery,
art techniques, EPP, foundation paper piecing, …. The deadline for letting
me know who is interested in sharing, with short descriptions and/or
photos is MONDAY AUGUST 17.

Block of the Month -

by Jackie Groszkowski

Do you have any fabric left over from making masks? This
month's block would be a good place to use it. I was thinking
about Quilts for Courage when I was choosing fabrics, but you
don't have to. If you want to do blocks for the troops that's fine. Or
if you just want to use up your scraps that's fine too. Scrappy is
good. Use what you have. I used seven different fabrics. You can
use as many or as few as you wish. I found this to be a fun block
to construct. There are no intersections to match!
Cut:
5 (4 1/2" x 4 1/2") squares
5 (4 1/2" x 2 1/2") rectangle
2 (2 1/2" x 6 1/2") rectangles
Follow the diagram for the layout.

Sunshine and Shadow Prayers and cards would be appreciated for our member Pat McDonald.
She had a kidney removed Thursday. She’s doing well, but will be in the
hospital for a week.

Looking for something new and different https://www.tildasworld.com
Go to free pattern
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